
From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:08 PM 

an Hybrid form, definitely! the advantages of online are huge (we have ppl from all over the world, 

for instance!), but coming together is such a different dynamic. 

From Robbie Felix Penman to Everyone:  05:09 PM 

Has anyone calculated the CO2 emissions saved by having this conference online…? 

From Michael to Everyone:  05:09 PM 

+1 Robbie. We also have to adapt. We may want to meet locally after a symposium, instead. 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:10 PM 

Sort of Live Local Breakout rooms, Michael :)  

From Michael to Everyone:  05:10 PM 

We could organise gatherings later this year using the Chatboard. 

From Jo Barker to Everyone:  05:11 PM 

Not had enough solar power to quite finish today. Nice problem to have. Will disappear soon. Been 

amazing week. 

From Michael to Everyone:  05:11 PM 

@Paul Good idea! 

From Razak Aziz SEEDS M'sia to Everyone:  05:11 PM 

What do you think if we Malaysians do one (online or otherwise) in the next 3 months, a regional 

one so to speak. ? 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:11 PM 

Yes, why not having hybrid with local/national gatherings and online for international :) 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  05:12 PM 

Yes I would like per country! Many French people but no one from the south it seems 

From chris mallorie to Everyone:  05:12 PM 

I’m interested in linking by climate- warm meditteranean currently 

From daverichards to Everyone:  05:12 PM 

How can we make groups that have been suggested, eg education, actually happen. 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:13 PM 

Where are you exactly Han ? 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  05:14 PM 

@Yann near Lodeve 1 hr from Montpellier 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  05:14 PM 



@Dave: hopefully also here online meetings might help! I would look forward to that! 

From Rose - Dynamic Events to Everyone:  05:15 PM 

I believe the website Slack has been suggested by a few to communicate about various topics and 

groups 

From Jo Barker to Everyone:  05:15 PM 

I have appreciated the English language being shared language and the extra effort it must have 

taken. 

From Jo Homan to Everyone:  05:16 PM 

working groups! Can we do a poll here? 

From Jo Barker to Everyone:  05:16 PM 

If anyone has the time It would be amazing to have all the collective evidence organised in a way we 

can use it to help advocate. 

From daverichards to Everyone:  05:16 PM 

Rose: please publicise if website Slack is set up. Thanks 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  05:16 PM 

permies.com has the best forum I think 

Before Facebook was okay but it has many limitations and bad moderator etc 

From Robbie Felix Penman to Everyone:  05:16 PM 

Please come visit our project in Martindale, Cumbria! I will compensate the inspiration you bring me 

with delicious cooking and a beautiful place to stay! robbiepenman@icloud.com 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:17 PM 

@Han, maybe speak with Francois Warlop from the GRAB, he knows about the project around 

Avignon which is close from Montpellier.  

From Jo Homan to Everyone:  05:18 PM 

Groupings by geography or topic is interesting. What is the simplest? 

From daverichards to Everyone:  05:18 PM 

Rose: would you be able to send details of Slack board to all attendees? 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:18 PM 

Slack sounds promising, but I have no experience with it. Anyone with experience interested in 

setting up something? 

From Jouke to Everyone:  05:19 PM 

Second that Adolfo. Cool to see all the different variations on the spectrum forest garden- 

agroforestry 



From Rose - Dynamic Events to Everyone:  05:19 PM 

Dave, there is not a board set up. I can't recall who mentioned it, but if they set one up and post on 

the Chat Board, that is accessible for up to four weeks from the event. 

From Jo Homan to Everyone:  05:21 PM 

@han permies.com looks good. Is it international or US based? 

From chris mallorie to Everyone:  05:22 PM 

I’d be willing to work with someone to curate/moderate a slack or other type of account on a trial 

basis to get it off the ground.  The basic plan is free so good enough for now. The other option 

Sophie mentioned was Zulip but I didn’t check that out yet 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  05:23 PM 

in a collaboration process for our community fortes garden in Berlin we had an explosion in 

creativity and collaboration using MIRO as an online whiteboard but thats rather for collaborating on 

topics together online not for meeting… https://miro.com/ 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  05:25 PM 

@Jo well it's international but started and mostly populated by Americans  (started by Paul 

Wheaton) 

I'm a Slack user but I think it's more suited to small teams to work together on projects, you can 

make different chat rooms but I think some forum like thing is better, such as the classical php 

boards 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:26 PM 

Would be also nice to maps the person intersted and the food forests internationally in order to 

facilitate meeting 

Anybody already started to do that ? 

From Cherry to Everyone:  05:27 PM 

loved the perennial cookbook  talk by Malte Rod! Also hugely inspired by Sigi Tatschl and will be 

following up on learning from Philippe Etienne - ‘The Human Factor’ 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:27 PM 

Or have a nice and easy tool to use fot it ? 

*for 

From daverichards to Everyone:  05:27 PM 

Jennifer: I’ve seen Miro & it looks great for online brainstorming - does it also enable messaging & 

discussion? 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  05:29 PM 

we always used live online together with zoom and it worked very well either with one sharing its 

screen or all of them by themselves … 



@ Dave:we always used live online together with zoom and it worked very well either with one 

sharing its screen or all of them by themselves … 

From James Reid/Tap o' noth Farm to Everyone:  05:29 PM 

It was the twenties 

From Jo Homan to Everyone:  05:34 PM 

I’ve just looked at Miro made this 

https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/dFp1ZTBwUURuUTBvdlg4VGlXTElZcFJyTmZyUFpCa3lHMDZUTW

xxeVFNbGpaalozNnZKcFNmaTVseFBONkRmcHwzMDc0NDU3MzU5NzQwMDAwMzAx as an idea. it 

looks like you can add comments 

i thought you said ‘prick’ last time. Is this the less rude version?? 

From Jouke to Everyone:  05:34 PM 

lol 

From Pablo Van Neste to Everyone:  05:34 PM 

Jo went there :p I heard it too ! hahaha 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:35 PM 

the ear hears what it wants to hear ;) 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  05:35 PM 

Great Jo!! Thanks for Miro board the initiative! 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  05:41 PM 

I agree Yann! We need the numbers and the quantitative data as well! 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  05:42 PM 

This reminds me to ask Martin to please write a book on setting up a nursery and greenhouse etc. 

I've seen the 20 min video on propagating but that's rather limited and it's rather hard to get 

information from the professional side if you're an amateur and not in those circles etc. 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:42 PM 

+1 Han 

From Jo Homan to Everyone:  05:43 PM 

Loved your talk Steve! 

From Jouke to Everyone:  05:44 PM 

I'm starting a nursery right now. Happy to share what I know. Feel free to Contact me 

From Wouter van Eck to Everyone:  05:44 PM 

Yes Yann, although numbers may differ through the years it indeed is helpful in our talks with 

interested famers to have data and calculations. 



From Kamil Fišer to Everyone:  05:46 PM 

Hi Jouke, where are you from? 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:47 PM 

Miro looks interesting Jo! Maybe post that link on the chat board on the event platform?  

From yannb to Everyone:  05:47 PM 

@Wouter, any production system in open field has different yields and economic benefits acros the 

yield ;) 

From Jouke to Everyone:  05:47 PM 

Sweden. But nursery practices translate well over climates 

From yannb to Everyone:  05:48 PM 

*across the years 

From cas to Everyone:  05:49 PM 

Nursery tips would be very helpful Jouke 

From Leloup Maxime to Me:  (Direct Message) 05:49 PM 

Maybe rather the fault of how academic science industry functions today. Very impact factor 

skewed 

From Razak Aziz SEEDS M'sia to Everyone:  05:49 PM 

On the nursery idea, we just have started a few social enterprise based experimental initiatives to 

empower a few of our aborigines communities start small nurseries with local indigenous food / fruit 

trees. After all they are truly our forest custodians. Hope to share more of this in a few months 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:49 PM 

Great Jouke, will get in touch with you via the platform later on. Thanks! 

From daverichards to Everyone:  05:50 PM 

Rose: does data protection allow you to share contact details. If we use chat to canvas opinion for 

next 30 days. 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:50 PM 

That's great Razak! 

From malte to Everyone:  05:50 PM 

Second that, Han. We need better resources on the most effective ways of propagation. Sharing the 

nursery tricks. 

From Paul van de Sande to Everyone:  05:52 PM 

Gotta go, thanks everyone. Till next time! 

From malte to Everyone:  05:53 PM 



I really like the essence I hear in Steven's point here. It's about every grower trying to produce data 

and critically evaluating that to grow as best as possible. 

From chris mallorie to Everyone:  05:53 PM 

CodysLab is a youtube empiricist too 

From Michael to Everyone:  05:53 PM 

Have to leave now, see you later on the chat board! 

From Razak Aziz SEEDS M'sia to Everyone:  05:54 PM 

Thanks Paul, now awaiting masting of dipterocarp seeds in July. 

From yannb to Everyone:  06:07 PM 

Totally agree, success stories need to be shared and spread to inspire and convince people ! 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  06:07 PM 

@Steve: there could also be different types of success factors….for example how many people are 

you able to inspire to start observing natural process  or eat more healthy and diverse..or something 

like that 

From Leloup Maxime to Everyone:  06:08 PM 

I have to leave. Thanks a lot for this event. Missed a lot of it this week so will get back to it again with 

recordings. Lets rock forest garden science, practice and agricultural development. All the best, 

lignously, Maxime :) 

From thomasregnault to Everyone:  06:09 PM 

« lignously » ahah 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  06:09 PM 

I'm wondering how people see the relationship of agroforestry to permaculture, which is where I'm 

coming from and what seems to be a bit of a broader system where they also talk about house and 

settlement design and so on 

From Wouter van Eck to Everyone:  06:11 PM 

https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol26/iss2/art6/ 

From Fergus to Everyone:  06:11 PM 

Have to leave now, but once again a big thank you. It has been amazing. 

From Wouter van Eck to Everyone:  06:12 PM 

The research on biodiversity in Canada's neglected native food forest in link above. 

From Pablo Van Neste to Everyone:  06:13 PM 

Thanks Wouter!!!!!!!!!!!! Great bedtime read ;) 

although I must say the title: Historical Indigenous Land-Use Explains Plant Functional Trait Diversity 

is very cryptic at first glance. Would not have linked this to food forests 



From Manny to Everyone:  06:15 PM 

There is a great documentary about some of the Native American food/forest management - well, 

they at least mention some techniques and influences; called: Wild Canada 

it's more than just the forest, also animal management and manipulating the environment for 

optimal hunting/fishing. 

From Pablo Van Neste to Everyone:  06:15 PM 

I must be going now, my food forest batteries are fully charged for the next year! Thank you and let's 

all keep in touch! 

From dlis to Everyone:  06:16 PM 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/forest-gardens-show-how-native-land-

stewardship-can-outdo-nature 

From Robbie Felix Penman to Everyone:  06:21 PM 

@Gaye you might be interested in the Lowther Estate’s work 

From Sophie R to Everyone:  06:22 PM 

what about a forest garden workspace on zulip? you can organise by themes and subthemes. Really 

recommend 

much more organised than WhatsApp, which becomes hard to find anything in the thread very soon 

From Wouter van Eck to Everyone:  06:29 PM 

I have to leave this very nice chestnut bar. It has been a great pleasure joining this session - and the 

symposium as a whole. A big thank you! Best wishes and see you next time! 

From yannb to Everyone:  06:33 PM 

I also have to leave. Thank you very much everyone. It was very interesting and inspiring. And I hope 

that we create a lot of food forests together in the next year to tackle the challenges we are facing ! 

Cheers ! 

From Jérémy Pasquier to Everyone:  06:34 PM 

A + ;) 

From Manny to Everyone:  06:34 PM 

Alright, also dinner time here. Biggest highlight for me was meeting all of you during these evening 

calls. I've only gotten into the whole topic a few weeks ago, learned about the Symposium a few 

days before it started, and am extremely happy I jumped in with both feet. You're all amazing, and 

hope to stay in touch! 

From Razak Aziz SEEDS M'sia to Everyone:  06:35 PM 

I too have to take leave as is half past 1 am now in Malaysia, it has been very inspiring, thank you all 

you great people for being you. Will keep it touch, TQ 

From chris mallorie to Everyone:  06:44 PM 



I’m climbing down from the Chestnut Tree as well. Thanks so much Martin and everyone for a really 

valuable week 

From Jouke to Everyone:  06:46 PM 

https://www.lowtechmagazine.com/2015/12/fruit-walls-urban-farming.html 

 

Enhance microclimate without greenhouse 

From Jérémy Pasquier to Everyone:  06:46 PM 

It had been cited actually 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  06:46 PM 

for the compost greenhouse search for documents from the New Alchemy Institute… 

From Philip Lister to Everyone:  06:46 PM 

not brave enough to speak but this discussion stirred a lot of thought and i must say goodbye so 

maybe next time 

From Jérémy Pasquier to Everyone:  06:47 PM 

Go see "le Bec Hellouin" on youtube 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  06:48 PM 

@ Joule: thanks for the low-tech article!! Thats what I eat… a greenhouse is also a lot of resources 

hats what I mean:-)… a greenhouse is also a lot of resources 

From Jérémy Pasquier to Everyone:  06:49 PM 

Sadly I have to leave :/ have a nice evening you all and again, many thanks for this amazing 

Symposium. Bye :) 

From Han Kop to Everyone:  06:49 PM 

https://www.actes-sud.fr/catalogue/vivre-avec-la-terre-methode-de-la-ferme-du-bec-hellouin 

From rowan to Everyone:  06:49 PM 

@Andreas - yes - avocados for temperate places! 

From Jouke to Everyone:  06:51 PM 

Have experience with breeding, Rowan? 

From rowan to Everyone:  06:55 PM 

I also used to be a member of the Northern Nut Growers Association but haven't checked them out 

recently. https://nutgrowing.org/ 

@Jouke No, I haven't done breeding work, but I might try in future! 

From Me to Everyone:  06:55 PM 



https://crfg.org/ 

From malte to Everyone:  06:56 PM 

Speaking of fruit breeding networks, I'll just mention the great francophone Fruitiers: 

https://www.fruitiers.net/ (there are some options for other languages) 

From Andreas Maier to Everyone:  06:56 PM 

Thanks! 

From rowan to Everyone:  06:57 PM 

@Jouke I assume this is it? https://www.internationaloaksociety.org/ 

From Sophie R to Everyone:  06:57 PM 

there is an option to save the chat 

From rowan to Everyone:  06:58 PM 

Thanks Sophie! 

From Jouke to Everyone:  06:58 PM 

@ Rowan Correct! 

From Sophie R to Everyone:  06:59 PM 

Saving chat manually 

 

When in meeting, click on Chat . At the bottom of the chat window, click ..., then Save Chat. This 

will save your chat to your local recording location. The default is your Documents folder / Zoom / 

Folder with meeting name, date, and time. 

From Robbie Felix Penman to Everyone:  07:00 PM 

This has been great, thank you so much Martin (and everyone else), I hope we get to meet in person 

AND in a forest garden at some point 

From Jouke to Everyone:  07:00 PM 

Thanks for the whole week martin! 

From thomasregnault to Everyone:  07:00 PM 

Thanks very much Martin! 

From Nikoleta Kalakona to Me:  (Direct Message) 07:00 PM 

Thank you so much for all Martin! 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  07:00 PM 

Indeed this has been really wonderful… I will miss this! 

From rowan to Everyone:  07:01 PM 

Thanks everybody! 



From malte to Everyone:  07:04 PM 

Thanks everyone, keep in touch in different places! I see people are taking initiative for different 

ways to continue the conversations. The problem is not having no platforms, but people using them. 

So let's do that, especially the next few weeks. Otherwise they quickly die (speaking from 

experience!) 

From Jouke to Everyone:  07:05 PM 

Gonna put the kid to bed now. Be in toutch! 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  07:06 PM 

Jo already setup a Miro board https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lAy4jmQ=/ 

From Philippe to Everyone:  07:07 PM 

Good bye everybody, hope to meet at some stage... 

From Jennifer Schulz to Everyone:  07:08 PM 

Good bye everybody - it was lovely to meet you all- hope to meet you in person some time!!! Al the 

best and keep planting!! 

From thomasregnault to Everyone:  07:10 PM 

I’m going as well, thank you everybody and let’s talk again soon! 

From yves-olivier Evin to Everyone:  07:11 PM 

Bye everyone I hope to meet you in real life, in worlds forest gardens, See you! 

From Justin Eikellegimaa to Everyone:  07:11 PM 

Thanks Martin. See everybody on whatever platform gets agreed upon. Would like to share info and 

experiences as we are only about 5 people deep into this topic that we know of in Estonia and 

Latvia. 

Tsau 

 

Platforms 

Slack 

Miro 

Zulip 

Discourse 

Facebook 


